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Of all th© forma of high oohool athletics* th© gam© of 
football la by far th© moat controversial* Too often th© 
majority of the publio know tho name of th© ooaoh while no 
name of any on© tonoh©r In th© school la familiar to them* 
3y attending th© football game* many people In the community 
experience the only contact they have with their own high 
school* Therefore* th© performance of the t^am to them ro- 
fleets nearly the entire picture of the operation of tho high 
eohool* 
Because of this* athletics have become one of the best 
wayc to present a school to the public* Ih particular* foot¬ 
ball offers an excellent opportunity for the public to see 
one phase of school activity* More spectators can be accom¬ 
modated at football gams and larger crowds actually do attend 
football games than any other sport in high school because of 
the facilities* It is easy to see how one can lose sight of 
the perspective of football in relation to the other activities 
of the school* 
Over-emphasis — Both the educators and the public are 
often guilty of promoting football to a level entirely out of 
proportion to th© root of the school program* Oommunlty pride 
often demands a winning team* inter-town rivalries often pro- 
----—--7 
mote bad feelings among communities as a direot result* With 
3 
an overemphasised football prograta* the player becomes a 
pawn In the bands of a professional coach* an ambitious ad¬ 
ministrator and an overly enthused public* The boyo who 
play tend to lose a sense of proportion as to the important 
things in life* the players first aro students and it is the 
duty of educators and the public to insure a well rounded 
education* The football coach is the one individual who is 
In the best position to prevent the players from acquiring a 
distorted sense of values* The players look to the coach 
for guidance* advice* and to sot an example* 
aolo of tho 3onoh — The ooaoh of football in often In 
a difficult position* His Job is too often dependent on a 
winning team as a result of local pressures* Yet from the 
educational viewpoint* his Job is not to exploit the talents 
of youth but rather to aid boys In the process of becoming 
men* Football must be an educational experience for his 
players* The ultimate goals obtainable from football should 
be the same as those for education in general* Therefore the 
purpose of this problem is to determine the best polioio3 
concerning high school football to promote the objectives of 
secondary school education* 
Ifoaaon for Interest — The author is about to enter the 
field of coaching high sohool football as a part of his 
career in teaching* There are many pitfalls into which a 
coach can fall* The public pressure for winning is often 
great* while educators often desire a de-emphasis of the 
4 
sport for it a lack of educational values* It la therefore 
a tronendous task for a coach to adopt coaching procedure* 
that satisfy community pwsawot the administrative pressures 
and promote the welfare of his playors* 
Th© answer to this problem appears to bo the adoption 
of coaching methods and adrainlatmtional polioies to further 
educational goals* With those methods one© adopted, they 
must bo applied and praotiood thoroughly* Th© ©nd product 
should bo a team that presents a fin© exhibition of the 
oorroot play of the game win or lose* The spectators should 
be treated to a game that is well played* 3y teaching the 
game with such methods* the team should certainly win its 
share playing teams of equal caliber* If the boys display 
sportsmanship and good play* they will not look bad in defeat 
or gloating in victory* This should appease a win-conscious 
public but most important of all make the football experience 
for the players one that will benefit them now and in later 
life* 
Statement of Problem — This is a survey of recent 
educational and athletic literature to determine correct 
policies and methods as concerns football to beat servo the 
goals of secondary education* 
It is felt that sufficient information is available in 
these sources to present a well-rounded picture for reason¬ 
ably accurate results* To verify the accuracy of the results* 
a questionnairo la to b© sent to twenty high school football 
\ 
5 ~ 
coaches who are active In the field. 
General Procedure — To obtain the end result expressed 
by this problem, the method of attack has been adopted In 
the following phasesj 
1* A review of the educational literature was made to 
determine objectives of secondary education* 
2* Research has been made into educational and athletic 
literature to determine how football may promote 
these educational objectives* 
3* The objection to high school football next were 
determined with a presentation of the best policies 
and methods of eliminating said objections* 
4* A questionnaire based on the results found by re¬ 
search was prepared for checking the results* 
5m This questionnaire was sent to twenty active foot¬ 
ball coaches in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
6* The questionnaire results were checked against the 
results of the research* 
7* Conclusions were then drawn and possible suggestions 
for further research were presented* 
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cmmrxvm of 3^omrmx education 
"Athletic activities should bo regulated9 controlled 
and directed to serve educational objectives#" ’This problom 
9 
is concerned with an attempt to determine the best admlnlstra* 
tivo and coaching methods to be used in high school football 
for furthering the general objectives of secondary education# 
It is necessary to determine whioh general objectives are to 
be used for reference in this problem# 
Tha Sevan SaraInal rrinolnlsa — Thor® have bean many 
statements as to the objectives of secondary education# One 
$ 
of the beat known listings, and most referred to Is the seven 
cardinal principles of secondary education# These were named 
by the Committee on the Reorganisation of Secondary Education 
In 1918 In an attempt to unify the seoondary~sohool program*2 
They insisted that It was the Job of the school to prepare a 
# 
boy for the business of everyday living# Although these 
*. • 
principles were named nearly forty years ago, they are still 
considered by many educators as being the basic objectives of 
* * 
secondary education# 
, rt3ht©roohol'nitlo Athletics," Thp 
„ . ^Alborty, mrpld, jQfflEatll|iJ3S IhUiliftJfl 
Ourrloulun. (Now Xorks Th® Kftoiaillan Company, 19a; ^ P. 34. 
8 
Tho Yon Xsrosjr-tivo Moods of Youth — Mora rooently the 
ten lmpoxntlve needs of youth wore drawn up by the Educational 
Policies Doomlesion In 1934#^ These needs were set up as a 
general guide toward which our public schools should aim# 
#■ 
Assuming the comprehensiveness of these needst any part of 
the curriculum or any specific course that does not contri¬ 
bute to tho satisfaction of one or more of the ten imperative 
♦ 
needs# has little practical value according to the authors of 
these needs# These needs also have become very popular as 
9 
stating the basic goals of education# 
A Oommrlaon — Of all of the different objectives of 
education that have been drawn up# the cardinal principles 
and the ten imperative needs of youth are tho ones most 
commonly referred to and used# For the purpose of this 
problem# the author uses the seven cardinal principles of 
secondary education as the general objectives of secondary 
education# By referring to Table X# one can see how the ten 
« 
imperative needs of youth oan be grouped into the seven arose 
of the o-rdinal principles# The ability to appreciate beauty 
and to use leisure time well oan be incorporated into the 
general objective of worthy use of leisure time — one of the 
seven cardinal principles# The same is also true for loiowing 
how to purchase and use goods and services intelligently# 
^Gilchrist# Robert# rtAre Schools Mooting the Ifepdrativo 
Meads of Xouth," tfen q,C 
3gtt^toCTs2^g^.i^JQftAgAfi» Vol» 110• i°°« ?« 
TABUS 1 
A OOHPARI3DH OF THE TEH MPSHATTVE HFSD3 OF YOUTH TO THE 
SEVEN CARDINAL TRTNO IPliCS OF SEOONBAHY EDUCATION 
The Seven Cardinal The Ten Separative 
Frinolples of Secondary Heeds of Youth 
Education 
1# Health# 2# The development and maintenance 
of Rood health and physical 
fitness* 
2# Command of funds* 
mental process# 
5* Knowing how to purchase and use 
goods and sen? loos intelligently* 
6# Understanding the methods of 
soienoe# 
10* Ability to think rationally, 
express thoughts clearly, and to 
mad and listen with understanding 
3* Worthy home 
membership# 
. 4# Understanding the significance of 
the family# 
4# Worthy use of 
leisure time# 
* • • ? 
T* The ability to appreciate beauty 
in literature, art, music, and 
nature# 
8* The ability to use leisure time 
well# 
5# Vocation* 1# The development of salable skills* 
6* Citisonshlp# 3# understanding the rights and 
duties of citizens in a , 
democracy# 
7# Sthioal o ha mo tor 9# Respect for other persons# 
10 
understanding the methods of science, and ability to think 
rationally* with respect to command of the fundamental process# 
This grouping was arrived at as a result of a consensus of 
opinion by the four teaching fellows of the Education Depart¬ 
ment at the University of Massachusetts after a thorough 
discussion of both sets of principles# 
As one list contains a breakdown of some areas of the 
other listing, it can be seen that these two lists of objec¬ 
tives are fundamentally the same# Therefore, by using the 
seven cardinal principles as the objectives of secondary 
education, the imperative needs of youth will also be satis- 
fiod# 
r 
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HEALTH 
Although there are other sporta that have bean found to 
bring about more injuries than football, football is whore 
i 
the more serious inJuries ooour# Therefore, the total of 
the many phases of the health of a boy Is on© of the most 
important aspects in high school football# The program should 
be developed with due regard for appropriate standards of 
hoalth and safety* 
bn promoting the policies conduoivo to the best hoalth 
* 
Interests of the players, the school physician or team 
physician and the head coach are the key men# First of all, 
they are interested in proventing injury, particularly serious 
injury# When an injury does occur, and they definitely will 
• 
no matter how thorough your prevention program is, treatment 
of said injury is another phase to be considered# And finally 
the values of football as concerns the developing of a 
healthier body and good hoalth habits la another phase for 
concern# 
Of all the educational objectives that this survey 
Includes, the general objective ^health* is the area where 
there Is unanimous agreement among educators and football 
Roy F., jaflEBBBllJUft, ft Iff, . 
Athletics. Office of Education, United States Department of 
the interior, Bulletin 17 (Washingtont Government Printing 
Office, 1932), p# 123* 
13 
men alike as to th© boat course to follow as regard® health-* 
ful practices In high school football• 
— According to Frits Orisler* 
••Football la a rough game* and only boys who on Joy th© rough 
and tumble typo of gam© should play It*”2 This statement la 
vary true but th© author fools that it is incomplete* If this 
statement Included that only boys who are physically oapablo 
for this type gam© should play* it would present a more com-* 
plot© picture# The medical examination is the first step in 
organising a football team# If a boy is not physically 
oapablo* in that hie physical health 13 such that ho is more 
susceptable to injury than normal* ho should bo eliminated 
from the outset# Football entails physical contact and endur¬ 
ance# Any condition ouch as rheumatic heart* high blood 
i 
pressure* anemia and others should eliminate a boy from playing 
the game# The health of the boy is a big enough responsibility 
for the school to assume as regards football without allowing 
a borderline health case to participate* Therefore* the 
first requirement for a boy who wants to play high school foot¬ 
ball la to pass a very thorough health examination at the 
beginning of th© season# Often times a boy becomes tired 
easily in practice or some other physical weakness may show 
up# If this occurs* the boy should be re-examined and the 
trouble should be determined# Sometimes the first physical 
20rialerf Herbert 0*, and Wleman* SIton $#, Practical 
Football (How York I Whittlesey House* 1934), p* 223* 
14 
oxamlnn.tlon my fall to show up a physical weakness# 
A boy may sustain an Injury severe enough to force h3a 
to stop playing for a period of time# Bo should again pass a 
thorough physical examination mi the injured part bofore being 
allowed to play again# Thus the thorough nodical examination 
administered by a qualified jjhysiclan, plays a very Important 
part In sustaining football as a healthful activity# 
Hole of the Doctor — Svery football team should have a 
team physician# This man is usually the school doctor* How¬ 
ever* in towns where the services of a doctor are not planned 
for financially* an attempt should b© made to find a looal 
doctor who is interested enough in the game to act as team 
physician without pay# He should be sitting on the players 
bench during games and be available to give advice and help 
whenever reasonably possible during the week# He shoulders 
the biggest responsibility on behalf of the school} that of 
determining whether a boy is fit to play# 
The main policy concerning the doctor should be as 
follows! "the doctor must have the final say as to whether 
a physical incapable, an injured player who has Inid off for 
a while * or a freshly injured player wanting to immediately 
return to play, should be allowed to play#"^ Coaches who 
emphasise winning above all else have been know to put 
3 * "Tfctorsoholastlo Athletics," The 
9 
15 * 
players back into scrimmage a gainst the advice of the doctor# 
This la an extremely unhealthy situation and should never be 
allowed# The school must delegate the team physician the 
power of ultimate authority as regards physical fitness to 
play football# 
The role of the physician is a singular one# H© la 
directly concerned with the health of the individual players* 
lie is conoorned with the care of injuries# He has the 
ultimate say as to the physical ability to participate* in the 
sport* Certainly no school should allow a football team to 
represent it without having a physician as an Integral part 
of the staff* 
Hola of the Qoaah In Provantlng m.lurloa — The amah 
should have respect for the position of the team physician* 
K good coach works with the team doctor for the welfare of 
i 
the players# He should assist the doctor by carefully ob¬ 
serving injured boys who return to practice# 
The coach must be competent in first aid# Often lie la 
the only adult around when an injury occurs and a cool head 
with a good knowledge in first aid will stand him in good 
stead* 
It is tho responsibility of the coach to sec that ovary 
precaution is taken to protoot players from disabling injuries* 
This brings up one of the very important responsibilities of 
^Crlsler. and Wleman# on* cit# p# 233# 
16 
the coach# rtTh© modern conch attempts to prevent injuries 
rather than treating them after they have occurred*’^ 
In the prevention of injuries, the importance of tho 
doctor and the medical examination have already been dis¬ 
cussed# The next atop in prevention of injuries is condition¬ 
ing, to be more fully discussed in this chapter along with the 
use of the best protective equipment# According to Wiemnn, . 
there are four mjor causes of injuries# Those ares poor 
6 
condition, poor equipment, faulty equipment and accidents# 
To these four should also bo addedj Ignorance of, or inability 
to, perform tho basic fundamentals of the gas©, i#e# blocking, 
tackling, ways to fall, how to protect oneself, and others# 
If a boy does not know tho fundamentals and Is not thoroughly 
practiced in them, a poorly thrown block or a wrongly executed 
tackle can very easily result In serious injury to the boy# 
rrtno_.lp.leo of.Ift-lura. rrovontlon — In order to got a more 
complete picture of ways to prevent Injuries, the following 
list shows tho Important facets of injury prevention* All of 
these are discussed at length in this problem# 
1# A boy who is to play football must be pronounced 
physically fit by a qualified physician* 
2# The relationship of the team doctor should de~ 
’flaaMM.A Manual of safety for 
Secondary Schools Prepared by tho Public Safety department of 
the Automobile Club (Southern California, 1931;, p# 68# 
>Crisler and Wleman, on* oit# p# 223# 
17 
finitely be established* 
3# A definite policy of careful observation and physical 
re-oheok should be used in the case of an injured 
boy returning to play* 
4#. The coach should be well versed in first aid# 
5* The coach should know and put into practice the best 
methods of proper conditioning# 
6# The player should never be pushed beyond the limit 
of his physical endurance# 
7# The players should be well ooached* to a very fine 
degree* on the 
the game# 
0# The best obtainable equipment and facilities should 
be available for team use# 
don Htlonlng **«* (loach Bierman in his book on football*, 
puts forth* rtloaches always have known that proper physical 
condition la their best insurance against disabling injuries**^ 
If a boy is easily tired and his muscles are not conditioned 
to receive blows or sudden strains* certainly In the game of 
football he la very susceptible to injury* This particular 
phase of the gam® falls squarely onto the shoulders of the 
coach* He must bo an expert in the best methods of condi¬ 
tioning# 
^Bierman, W#f Wlnnim football (Hew York and London? 
Whittlesey House* 193t)*p# 116# 
, • * » 
proper play of th® fundamentals of 
18 
In considering the practical aspect, the sooner the 
players nr© In top condition, the sooner they will be able 
to concentrate on the other aspects of the game and to practice 
them vigorously# This brings up the point of pro-season 
conditioning# The coach should encourage the boys to get a 
rreat deal of exercise in the summer* gven Just the throwing 
and kicking of a football around results in valuable condi¬ 
tioning# He should encourage the boys to participate in 
some sport, baseball, tennis and other similar activities 
during the summer# If they want to play tag football, so 
much the better, but the coach shoyld not be concerned with 
what they play, rather th^t they do play in the summer months 
prior to the season# 
Authors agree that adequate conditioning must be done 
prior to the first scrimmage# Therefore, in the first part 
of the season, conditioning must be the biggest concern of 
the conch# dome of the better conditioning methods a ooaoh 
should use are! 
1# Short sprints and a great deal of running are best 
for developing wind and endurance# 
2# Body parts such as the nock, knees, ankles are 
more susceptablo to Injury and should be conditioned 
through the use of special exercises* 
3* A conch must plan his program so ho will not drive 
his players to the point of exhaustion* 
4# Short breathing spells should be allowed for during 
19 m 
the practice season at the natural breaks that 
ooour In practice when golag from one type drill 
to another# 
5* General good condition involves rest and a well-* 
balanced diet in addition to exercise# 
6* Once top condition is attained, loss emphasis needs 
to be put on conditioning as a high level of physical 
condition is not hard to maintain if practices are 
sustained at a fast pace# 
7• Once top condition is attained, he must not allow 
his players to get stale# This oan be done by 
varying the routine and amount of practice# 
These policies of conditioning are well agreed upon by 
football men# If a coach uses common sense and keeps the 
best interest of the boy uppermost in his mind, h© will not 
go very far wrong in the conditioning of his players# 
gciulment **• The conch has the responsibility to see thnt 
eaoh boy Is properly fitted as to his uniform# Some of tho 
equipment he should be particularly concerned with are? 
1# Shoes! they must be comfortable, support foot and 
ankle Joints and should not rub# 
2# Shoulder pads* they should protect shoulder girdle 
and collar bone while affording freedom of action* 
3* Hip pads* they must protect projections of hip 
bones, tip of spine, kidneys and hip muscles# 
4# Thigh pad* there should be a cushioning material on 
* 20 
the inside of the pad ouch as sponge rubber ao ns 
to prevent a "charley hors©,* a painful muscle bruiao* 
5# Headgear t * constant checking of headrear should bo 
done by the coach* particularly In the case of ad¬ 
justable headrear such as the plastic helmet type* 
6* Moat important of nil* all equipment must be worn* 
Many boys like to shed hip pads to Increase speed 
and there are other such instancea* The coach must 
insist that all equipment bo worn*® 
Hole of the School — If a boy wishes to play football 
. fhJ~ 
he must first bring written permission for sa»© to,school 
from his parents* The school should ft*vc a written'policy 
regardInn the responsibility for injury incurred in athletics* 
and this policy should be known to all participants9 thoir 
q 
parents and other responsible adults* An adequate Insurance 
plan must be in force and any school that would allow scrim- 
imm to take place without an adequate insurance coverage on 
the playere* would bo leaving itaolf wide open for trouble* 
Jn the scheduling of games* opponents who are of the 
same ago* schools that are approximately th> same else* should 
®fCilllnger| Olonn W*# football (New Yorkj A#S* Barnes 
and Company* 1939)# pp* 222-223* .. 
^American Association for Health^Physleal Education- 
Recreation* * A Joint SemraiUee 
Report Ifodo on athletic Standards for Boys in Secondary Schools# 
Association Journal (September# 1952)* p# 2# 
21 
bo chosen* There should not be more than a normal number of 
games scheduled, a maximum of one game per week, and at least 
throe weeks of practice should be allowed before the first 
game# The afternoon practices should not bo allowed to be too 
long# A good practice session in high school is around one 
hour fortywflve minutes* Tho school must also make the best 
available equipment, grounds and dressing areas available for 
the sport* One can see that tho schools has many response 
bilitios that concern the health of the boys who play football* 
Health Habits -*• Knowledge and practice of sanitation 
and cleaniness can be promoted by a consolontous coach# He 
should set up rules such ast all boys who practice must 
shower} wot equipment should be hung so as to dry} the ways 
that one can properly care for his body} clean underclothing 
worn in practice prevents chaffing and infection# Such health 
habits are important to establish* 
The Sduoational Policies GJommiasion states* rtNo motiva«* 
tlon for the development of good health and rugged physical 
condition could be found tb*t would approximate that pro~ 
vided by competitive athiotloa#*^ Blerman says, ,#The gam© is 
an aid to physical development, bodily strength, health, and 
physical coordination*11 These two statements are typical of 
*°Troesterf Garl A#, "CJompetitive Athletics ?*' The Bulletin 
.izJmMM* 
11 AABierrann, on# olt* p# 116* 
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those made concerning actual physical gains that can he made 
by playing football or any competitive sport for that matter# 
Perhaps in football, it can bo said that duo to the groat 
emphasis on conditioning, the physical gains of football are 
greater# 
— 
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OOMMAHD OF FUMOAWKUTAL PROCESS 
The original moaning of the phase **<50mmand of the funda¬ 
mental process" Is the mastering of the throe *R,s,<# A ranch 
broader Interpretation of this phase is comnand of fundamental 
processes essential to living# This complicates the picture 
a great deal as concerns environment among other things# For 
example, the fans boy must have command of the fundamentals 
of f*rm life, milking, feeding and others in order to do his 
chores# 3uoh aspects as body movement, body balance, the 
"thinking* process and others are fundamentals that must be 
established In growing youth# The mints inenc© of good 
health already discussed is fundamental to our way of life# 
This chapter is concerned with improving physical and mental 
efficiency of the growing boy* 
Fhyalonl offloionoy — Football greatly alfla a boy In 
developing body balance# He learns by experience Just what 
his body is capable of doing# Learning to run, to fall 
properly, to get in the best position to do the Job moat 
efficiently are some of the many ways that he is required 
to use body balance# This is important in Inter lit© because 
he should use his body in such a manner that tie la not lifting, 
pushing or pulling against himself when working# He learns 
to assume the best possible position to do the Job more 
effectively and with leas effort* 
25 
A player also laama to improve his body coordination# 
High school boys &r® quit® often going through an awkward 
atag®# The careful ropentod practice of basic body move¬ 
ments, running| falling, crawling, and others, afforded by 
football usually helps an adolescent to more quickly overcome 
this awkward stag© sooner# Good body coordination is Important 
in many aspects of life# Good- coordination, no balanoo, helps 
one to work more efficiently with loos wasted effort# 
As aonoems tho quickening of reflexes, football lo one 
of the best games for teaching boys to reaot quickly to pre¬ 
vent personal injury# These reflexes referred to are more 
instintive reactions that at1® perforraed faster because of 
experiences with similar situations# In llfo there are often 
situations that arise, such as automobile accidents, that « 
instantaneous reaction can prevent serious injury# To serving 
ones country In combat, a man learns to reaot almost without 
thinking to best protoot himself against various dangers# 
As football is a gome of contact, a boy loams how to react 
to bodily contact so ns to mlnimiao the injury possibility# 
He learns that he must quicken his reflexes, as often ho has 
little or ne time in which to prepare for physical contact# 
Mental officienov — The boy benefits by mental training* 
He has to loam execution and tho reason for execution of a 
number of fundamentals of the game# He lias to learn plays, 
signals, how to vary assignments to changing defenses and 
many other things# There is the necessity of having to make 
V 
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decisions usually on the spur of tho moment* flMental powers 
are constantly being exercised* trained ancl sharpened*M^ 
Also the boy learns hew to think agreaslvely* He loams 
that If he wants something he has to strike out and do hlo 
utmost to attain It* He cannot be meek or lay back and 
attain his goal* He Is constantly being challenged montally 
by having to match wits with his opponent* Ho tries to 
reason out his opponents next movef he studies his opponent 
for weaknesses and "tipping off" movements* Certainly* one 
oan be sure that with good coaching a boy learns how to think 
better and faster! and his mental effioienoy oan be greatly 
improved by playing the game of football# 
of 9sm — Oertatn fundamentals of life 
necessary for better living have already been referred to* 
By expanding this partioular objective of education* it can 
be said that these fundamentals of life are to life as the 
fundamentals of football are to the game of football* One 
has a great deal of difficulty in life if tho fundamentals 
are not conquered* Similarly* one must have the fundamentals 
of football mastered in order to successfully play the game* 
As to which fundamentals of football are most important 
is not important here* What is important* is that the funda¬ 
mentals of the game* as in life* must he conquered in order to 
Blerman* v/** 
Whittlesey House* 1937/* p* 
(How York and Londoni 
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successfully play the game* Th© most basic fundamentals of 
th© gam©, a© the throe wHlstt are In living, are running, 
2 
blocking and tackling* Th© bast possibly oonoelved football 
play still requires blocking and running while tackling Is 
still the only way such a play can be stopped* 
A few Important Items a good coach should keep in mind 
as concerns this aspect of tho game aret • 
1* The mastery of the fundamentals of th© game of 
football la eosentlal to successful play# 
2* These fundamentals should be near complete mastery 
before other aspects of th© game can be brought 
Into practice* 
3* Fundamentals once mastered must be continually 
practiced throughout the entire season* 
4* *Fractioes must be worked out in advance so all 
phases may get proper share of attention* If 
written practices are not prepared, important funda¬ 
mentals may be neglected in the practice session* ** 
. » _ ? _ 
aibia.. pp. 3~ia. 
3Pfturot, Don, gaocota...of Split _r (Hew Xoriu 
Front Ico-IlnlX, 3ho*t 1^50), p# 327* 
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OTTimJSHIP 
Worthy .Hotw Mamborahlp — The doairod paraoml ohamotor- 
iatioa so essential to being a good homo member are the same 
traits that are ao necessary to becoming a good member of his 
country — a good o It Ison# For this reason v and to prevent 
duplication* the values of football to citizenship will just 
bo presented# It will be quite easy for one to see which of 
the phases of good citizenship discussed will also apply to 
being a worthy home member# However* It should be remarked 
that to minimise the values of home membership is not the 
purpose of this procedure# The authors of the seven cardinal 
principles of secondary education certainly considered both 
these objectives* citizenship and home membership* to be 
worthy of separate consideration# 
HThere scorns to be no other phase of the school situation 
that can be ao favorable to the preoticing of so many of the 
\ 
qualities of the good citizen as athletics#” The qualities 
to be discussed in the remainder of this chapter are: 
discipline* cooperative enterprise* acceptance of responsi¬ 
bilities* respect for others and the rules* leadership* and 
those virtues that may apply while in service to country# 
Discinline — Self-discipline on the part of the player 
Inwtwll, Slbart, adjffi-gBn&BjMf., 
Secondary Schools (Bostoni Houghton Mifflin Company* 1931)* 
p# 412# 
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is a major aspeat of the game of football# *irst of all 
there are training rules established regarding eating# smoking# 
resting and sleeping# Efren though there lo a big dance the 
night before the game# a good player gets his rest Instead as 
he realizes the importance of complying with training rules# 
He loams to do without some of his enjoyable activities to 
insure the success of the group# Certainly In wartime# 
citizens must so discipline themselves and must make many 
sacrifices to Insure success# An understanding of the reasons 
why such discipline and sacrifice la necessary can be resultant 
from playing football# 
Both the mind and the body must be well disciplined# 
' i 
Once the desired goals havo been set# many hardships must 
then be overcome# The body must be properly conditioned and 
kept that way# while the mind must be disciplined so as to 
keep the body always working toward the desired goals# Often 
times it is easy to quit# but difficult to go on# A boy 
learns how to perform some tasks regardless of how distaste¬ 
ful they seem# With good discipline one learns how to keep 
plugging until finally the particular obstacle is overcome* 
Also the player becomes disciplined in the proper 
attitude regarding authority# The boy has to act under 
definite orders* The players are disciplined to perform the 
play decided by the quarterback, While the team Is disciplined 
to follow the leadership of the coach who In turn follows the 
policies desired by the school and the community# To do what 
• 31 < 
on© Is told is moat certainly an important aspect of citlaen* 
ship# 
aooperatlvo ontorrrlaa — "Football la a t^oup trb» 
where ladividual success or failure my lead to success or 
<# 
failure of the team#*1 By replacing "football" with "citizen** 
ship11 and "team* with "nation” in this statement a true 
parallel will result# Par that matter, "home membership" 
with respect to the "family" would also be appropriate in the 
above statement# In football, the boy loams to take Ms 
part In team play# Uvory player is affooted by the actions 
of his to&mraatea# Ho other game perhaps calls for the t©nm~ 
work to the extent football does# 
Teamwork is the important word here# One of the most 
important policies the coach should follow is stressing the 
necessity of team effort for success# There Is nothing more 
dlastrous in football than a team of individuals each going 
in their own direction# The importance cf the individual 
should definitely be stressed, but only to the extent that 
individual effort contributes to the ultimate team effort# 
There must be an harmonious effort to direct n group of 
individual performances into a smooth working, effective and 
efficient team# Certainly teamwork is a keynote in the 
workings of a democracy# The success of the democracy la 
dependent upon each individual alti&en doing his share# 
A 
Bleroan, W#, Winning football (How York and London* 
Whittlesey House, 193?T§p*SSs# 
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Another Important aspect of team play la an appreola-* 
tlon of tho other boys who are doing thoir share# Often# 
one a©'?a in a poorly coached team constant blokering between 
tho playora# Those boys should be made to appreciate each 
othor^ efforts# A boy will make mistakes# "to err is human"# 
but a realization on the part of his to&jmrnt >s that tho boy 
tried hla best and did not mean to make the mistake# will 
definitely promote better inter^squad relations# The coach 
must emphasize appreciation of the efforts of others# and not 
allow one player to criticize another on the playing field# 
An understanding of tho necessity of teamwork in a cooperative 
enterprise is a very great value a boy may receive from 
playing football# 
Acceptance of Canons Ability —* to any type of coopers-* 
tlve effort# rosponsAbilities are delegated to the members of 
the group# Football is certainly no except ion# For each 
situation# an offensive piny or a defensive position# the 
player has a Job to do# If he does not do it# it does not 
get done and loads to a deterioration of the team effort# , He 
has tho responsibility for carrying out his part# A blocker 
has tho responsibility to the ball carrier for blocking his 
man# while tho ball carrier has the responsibility of taking 
proper advantage of the block# Saoh boy has his Job to do 
and he knows that the other members of the team depend on him 
to do St# in the same manner that he is dependent on them# 
Through proper coaching and instruction# the players realise 
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the importance of accepting responsibility# 
A football player also has a responsibility to his school 
and community# As h© is In tho public ©ye ho la expected to 
act In tho proper manner, good sportsmanship, fair play, so as 
not to bring criticism upon the school* i&ny people have 
their only contact with the high school by watching the foot¬ 
ball team# The actions of the players therefore, should pre¬ 
sent a true picture of the behavior that the school expects 
of Its otudent body* Ih this respect tho football player has 
a r?reat responsibility# This acceptance of responsibility 
has an Important carry-over value in living* 
One other aspect may be brought forward at this point* 
A good oltisen has the responsibility of obeying the laws and 
to respect the officials who enforce said laws# In football, 
as in life, all violations will not be detected by the 
officials# To catch all tho violations, one would need as 
many officials as players# Thus the individual player must be 
taught that he is responsible to play by the rules# Foul means 
must not be resorted to even If the boy is sure he can got 
away with it# This is a difficult responsibility to teach and 
today there is much controversy over coaches who try to find 
loopholes in the rules and exploit them# Further more, a 
player must never question an official decision# The team 
captain may certainly want a clarification of a decision but 
must never question the actual decision# Many coaches, shout 
and scream on the sidelines at a seemingly unjust ruling# 
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This Is a very unethical practice anti certainly does not set 
a good ©sample# the coach also has many responsibilities# 
Leadership — Leadership Is one of the main foundations 
that a democracy must roly on# Therefore* the educational 
aystern In our nation should be striving to develop qualified 
loaders# By tho very nature of the requirements of athletics* 
athletics bring forth many of the traits so necessary In good 
leadership# Some of these traits are courage* determination* 
aggressIveneac* responsibility# Just to mention a few# 
* Athletics contribute to those virtues which are socially 
sound for a democracy* such as truthfulness* fair play* honosty* 
modesty* give«*and -take, courtesy* solf-dlsclplino, courage, 
generosity* self-restraint# and loyalty to team# State and 
..g 
Nation#”-' The chapter concerning ethical character will 
delve Into many of theso doslrable traits# 
itorvioa to 3ountr? — TJnfortumtaly, In our proaant 
world coM it ion# any on© of us at any time may be required to 
do physical combat In defense of our country# Any training 
that may help our youth In the ©vent of such a horrible event 
la nevertheless very valuable training# In athletics# 
particularly football* a boy Is subject to many of the situs- 
tlona presented by actual combat# He bis to push himself 
often beyond tho limit of endurance# He has to react quickly 
and often think even quicker# ”Th© lessons learned amid the 
^American Association for Health-Physical Education- 
Recreation# 3|g|MarjjgJa:A Joint Committee 
Report Made on Athletic standards for Boyo 1ft Secondary 
Schools* Association Journal (September# 1952)* p# 3# 
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mock seriousness of athlatlo oombat wore put to deadly 
purpose in th© aooont world war on land# sea, and air against 
those who would forever end our way of democratic llfo#f*^ 
.to,,**. 
^Killingori Clionn tf## Foothal^ (How York! A#3* Bamog 
and Company, 1939)# p« 1&3# 
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VOOATION AND WORTHY U38 OF US 13ORE TIMS 
The playing of football In itself has little vocational 
value except to boys that plan to go Into coaching football 
themselves* However* ©any of the attitudes developed In 
football are directly applicable to success In vocation# By 
analysing the separate phases of the game, from the Initial 
practice to the last game* on© can see how many attitudes that 
can bo developed have a tremendous carry-over effect into a 
vocation* 
A given Task — At the beginning of the season*, the 
coach presents to the team* those things that oust be accom¬ 
plished to have a successful season* Keep In mind*, however* 
that a successful season means to make a good showing In 
their games and to play the best their ability permits* This 
does not mean necessarily a winning season* According to 
this definition* a losing team can still have a successful 
season* 3o now there la a given task* that of attaining a 
successful season* Now how does on© go about attaining this 
goal? In a vocation* there la a given task set forth and 
ono must make the decision as to how to accomplish the goal* 
3ome part of this answer la controlled by environment* 
Certain rules and regulations of neoesalty have to be made* 
These my help or hinder the accomplishment of the desired 
ends* wNo organisation can do business without some form 
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of guidance and regulations and a football team la no ©x- 
caption/** 
Prom rat lop «— “The boy la engaged In a gam© that demands 
tbo utmost In preparation***2 Is not auooeas In vocation 
\ 
dlrootly proportional to the individual preparation for that 
vocation? The boy finds out that th© gam© Is somewhat Ilk© 
life* ho only gets out of It what h© puts into it* The. bettor 
he oan prepare himself for this task* the better are his 
chances for fulfillment of his desires* 
Once th© various requirements for a successful season 
have been outlined by the coach* much has to bo done in th© 
matter of preparation before the team is ready to play its 
first game* Preparation involves conditioning* fundamentals, 
offense* defense and general game play* How the players know 
what has to be done before they can stop onto the field* 
More Important they gain an understanding of the necessity for 
preparation* Th© methodical manner in which preparation is 
accomplished is also a valuable experience for the player* By 
the actual practicing and the understanding of the need for 
preparation* the boy has gained an insight into how success 
In vocation can be approached* 
Determination The team knows how they must prepare . 
for th© season* There will be many tasks that seem quite . 
n rriri-rTn r_nnv-,1- r-- . T-||.r|.Jri| T TTJJ1| im.-j-in^jiui tLrii.i LIU I nil iTrtjimi inn mutfii \mam 
1?&urot, aon, gaamugOba ."MAO" <»■* 
Frontlce~Bnll* Inc** 1950)* p* 3Bo* 
ji _ ■ 
Blarnan, W.t Jinn In- ; Football (Hew York ana London» 
tfMttlesey Houeo, 19#}, p. 255. 
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distasteful yet nevertheless must be done* Hard work is 
necessary and although the boy may become discouraged* he 
keeps plugging until he loams the proper way to make that 
tackle# He then must go on and master another phase# There 
also will be set-backs* There will be defeat# The ability 
to make a Hcome-back* when others have counted you out# is 
a valuable characteristic for life as well as football# 
This ability to recover is inherent in football because of 
the nature of the game* A boy learns to get up off the 
ground and to keep fighting# He also learns to give his 
best to the attainments of the ends* 
Now consider the aspect of team play# Learning to take 
part In team play is invaluable in later life# Success and 
happiness depend upon how well an individual plays his part 
3 in cooperation with others in business or the professions# 
Sfflolenov — As previously discussed# football teaches 
a boy by experience to learn how to do a given task with less 
effort thus conserving energy and time to put to other uses# 
An employer is very interested in efficiency needless to say* 
In football a boy has the necessity of conserving energy# as 
his physical endurance time is directly dependent upon his 
efficiency* 
Discipline has been already brought forth in the dis¬ 
cussion of citizenship# Discipline is also a valuable carry¬ 
over into the vocational field# A well presented football 
3K>ia«. p. 266. , . 
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program can bo of groat value to a boy In developing those 
favorable attitudes that promote vocational success# , 
Worthy Use of Leisure Time — The playing of football is 
a very worthwhile leisure time activity while the boy is 
playing# However, once a boy is through participating In the 
game there is a great deal less carry-over value than in many 
other forms of athletics# Oertalnly tennis9 bowling, softball 
are sports that have great carry-over value in this aspect# 
According to Leonard, the school should be aware of the 
following points regarding leisure timet 
1# Youth In the years ahead will have great amounts 
of leisure# 
a# The sohool has a marked responsibility for develop¬ 
ment of hobbies and recreational and loisuro interests# 
3* They must be taught to prefer activities in which 
they participate, and not be passive and entertained 
by others# 
4# They must be able to plan their activities independ¬ 
ently without prodding# 
Now to examine the game of football against these points# 
Football, while being played, definitely is ei valuable leisure 
activity# As for carry-over value, football fills few needs 
as far as these four points are considered# 'Jscoopt for one 
thing, football does have a carry-ov^r effect in the inltla- 
4k>omrd, J. Paul, ^valopinf, the TaooMsry ioho°} 
dtirrlculunjf (New York* Hhlnehart and Company, 1946), pp# 422- 
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tlv© for a boy to learn to plan his own activities# 
There are* however, other aspects of carryover value 
concerning leisure time In football, these arot 
1# Playing football develop©® a spectator knowledge 
and appreciation of the game# 
2# Flaying football brings about an Interest In the 
game and support of the local team# 
3* It helps to create an interest in all athletics and 
to support, encourage and help organise sports 
activities for all boys, such as little leagues* 
These attitudes are also important in community life* 
While football players do not piny football all their lives, 
interests can b© created whereby one can dovote son© of his 
leisure timo to promoting the activities of youth# 
ft 
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ETHICAL ORARAOTKR 
The game of football if kept In the proper perspective 
o&n promote many of the desirable trait© involved in othlo&l 
character* If football is allowed to become too big* with the 
win at all costa Ideology mnlafeating itself» many of the 
traits of unethloal character may be developed* On© of the 
biggest criticlama of high aohool football today is the over¬ 
emphasis which leads to a deterioration of the desirable traits 
of character# While the evils of such football can do such 
harm to a boys character* a well adjusted football program 
will make a great contribution to developing the character of 
a boy# Before a community or a school decides it wants a 
winning football team at all costs* they should closely examine 
their own consciences regarding the unhealthy effect such an 
attitude has on the personal characters of their players* 
Sportsmanship ** Sportsmanship in the game of football 
\ • 
is tho same sportsmanship that on© should apply in the game 
of life# Sportsmanship is the biggest factor in the develop* 
ment of ethical character* First of all it should be stated 
that the coach must set the example of good sportsmanship* 
win or loaei There are many aspects of good sportsmanship* 
On© can easily see how these aspects may be applied to Ilf© 
other than football* 
First of all one must obey the rules of the game* This 
44 
moans that resorting to illegal moans even without the do* 
toot ion of the officials la unsportsmanlike* The players 
must have faith and confidence in each other* The boy must 
learn to control his temper and to keep mentally and 
physically fit for the game# The most important aspect is 
best expressed by Oliver Wendell Holmes I "to brag a little - 
to show up well, to crow gently if in luck ~ to pay up, to 
own up, and to shut up if beaten are the virtues of a sporting 
man*’1* 
o 
According to Brnmmell, the following are some ways for 
good sportsmanship to be practiced by players, faculty, 
spectators and townspeople! 
1# Set a good example and quickly condemn unsportsm&n** 
. like conduct by others* 
2# Know that the good name of the school is more 
valuable than a game won by an unfair play* 
3# Accept decisions of officials without question* . 
\ 
4# Recognise and give credit to a fine exhibition of 
play or sportsmanship by an opponent* 
3* insist upon courteous treatment of the visiting 
team* «. 
— iwmwiM 
MS 
Fretwall, Slbart K.. ^tra-^urr lottl^r Aptlyltlgq In 
ftfy ^°Ql 0tmtl9t> (Btwtonj TToughton Mifflin Soami otapany. 
P* 
2 
m 
. mM. Ateasi^ 
tics* Office of Education, UnitedBtatea Department of 
Brammell, Roy P#, 
jum 4«toriorf Bulletin IT (Washington! Government Printing 
Office, 1932), P* 102# 
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6* Insist on fair, courteous and truthful accounts of 
games in local papers* 
Other Traits — Braisnell also has sot forth a listing of 
3 
tho traits which aro capable of being developed in competition# 
1* Sacrifice 10. Courage 
2* Belf-oontrol 11. Trustworthiness 
3* Self-respect 12. Chivalry 
4# Honor 13* Cheerfulness 
5* initiative 14. Aggressiveness 
6* Team play 15* Obedience 
7. Loyalty 16. Responsibility 
8# Social mindedness 17. Happiness 
9* Courtesy . 
By scanning this list, on© can see that moat of these deair- 
able traits have boon previously discussed In one form or 
another* The desirable traits of good home member, a rood 
eltisen and success In vocation make up a great part also of 
the characteristics In ethieal character* Of this list, 
there is one that needs further explanation — social minded- 
ness, and two that have not yet been discussed — cheerfulness 
and happiness* 
Football presents a wonderful opportunity for a boy to 
develop socially* For one thing, he has the experience of 
his associations with his fellow teammates# And In addition, 
. . ■■■■■.. .. . .. 
3Ibia,.. p. 120. 
* 
^ 9 * - 
travel and meeting players from other schools is a valuable 
experience#4 
As for cheerfulness and happiness, there is little 
point In discussing them* If the boy learns to love the 
game, which he should either do or stop playing, he Is 
cheerful and happy because he la doing something ho likes* 
There is a great deal that can be done through the game 
of football to develop ethical character* But a warning 
should be Issued to those people who wish to exploit their 
players at the expense of a winning season* A football 
program that la out of proportion to the other phases of 
school life will do great harm* It leads to a warped sense 
of values and It takes a long while for the boy to regain a 
proper set of proportion* 
^Johnston, Edgar £*, and FYumoe, Roland 3*, Btudent 
^MUU?jLjta^flart«3Sg, (m" Yorta Tho ^onnld Froaa 
Company, 1952), p* 200* 
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criticisms Am stmtw dolu? sera 
By going through educational literature, It Is not vary 
dlffioult to find a tremendous amount of criticism concerning 
tho values of high aohool football# These criticisms are 
summed up In a statement by Gruber and Beatty i “The greatest 
number of irregularities In Inter^acholastio athletics ooour 
In football#*1* These criticisms are well founded upon their 
observations and experiences• However, oduoators and conches 
alike have advanced, and often put Into practice, corrective 
measures designed to eliminate these undesirable aspects of 
high school football# 
A point that one must keep in mind throughout this chapter 
is that the undesirable aspects of football are directly re¬ 
sultant from the "win’1 emphasis# By eliminating the desire to 
win at all costs these practices would disappear# However, 
as any game should be played with the goal of winning, it 
would be impossible to eliminate the win desire* The solution 
must therefore lie in controlling this desire arid to keep it 
In the proper perspective* 
Egoffiflalomtllam — Many fool that tho praotlo® of hiring 
a professional coach is an unwholesome practice# According to 
*Gruber, FTederiok 0#, and Beatty, Thomas a#, Secondary 
School .Activities (K6w York! McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1954), 
p# 155* 
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a survey reported by Bramme 11* In 904 of 327 schools, the 
football coach la n member of the faculty while In 5^ h© Is 
not# while 5f> did not reply# This does not represent a true 
picture as many non are hirst ae conches and assigned teaching 
duties# The most Important function of these professional 
coaches who teach In addition is to produce winning teams# 
The coach should not bo blamed for this position as the re¬ 
sponsibility lies directly with the community as represented 
by the school board# If the school board wants a winning 
football team badly enough it often hires tho professional 
conch# If the Job of the coach is directly dependent upon the 
amount of games he wins} to protect his position tho coach will 
'"T f 
often resort to unethical practices in order to win# Further¬ 
more# he is encouraged to do so by the attitudes of tho 
school board members and the townspeople# 
The first measure that should bo taken to prevent the 
players from becoming "puppets” In the hands of a professional 
coach is to hire a teacher who can ooaohf not a coach who is 
assigned to teach# "The football team should bo coached by a 
qualified secondary school teacher who is a bonaflde member of 
tho faculty"#^ The school board and the community should be 
aware that tho hiring of a profess ional coach places undue 
r '■ 
, . 9 1 
* j ,t . . ' f* i ‘ * 1 * 1 | 
*% 
^Brammell# Roy P## intramural and Intorocholaatlo 
Athletics# Office of aJducation# United States Department of 
the interior# Bulletin 17# 1932# p# 100# 
^Oruber and Beatty# loc« clt# 
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emphasis on the game at the expense of the desirable out-* 
comes of secondary oduoation# 
Such an emphasis on winning removes the control of the 
game from the players# They must do as the coach bids who 
in turn has to yiol 1 to outside pressures# This can be 
corrected by having a coach who coaches the boys on the way 
« 
to play the game but does not hive to take the right to make 
» 
game decisions from his players# particularly the quarter¬ 
back# for the foar of losing the game# Also# the game should 
bo completely administered by the school# 
* , 
Football is criticised because It benefits a small pro¬ 
portion of the school population# This is true# The best 
practice a coach oan use to partially correct this situation 
is not to out boys from the squad# If a boy has the desire 
to play# even though ho is not capable# he should not be out 
from the squad# A Junior varsity team oan often be established 
so that all who desire may have an opportunity to play* if 
• V S' 
there is an overflow of boys desiring to play# an Intramural 
i 
program oan bo sot up so as to include as many boys in the 
football program as possible# 
To prevent commercialism is also another goal sought 
after today in high school football# Often awards such as 
tripe# Jackets# banquets and items of intrinsic value are 
presented to the members of a winning team by members of the 
community or local organisations# This practice should be 
discouraged as it oan lead to a false sense of importance by 
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the boys# The award of the high school letter only with per* 
haps one banquet at the seasons on& la advocated to combat 
this type ccHamorcliillcia# 
Time ** Hany fool that too much time is occupied by the 
game and practice# often such criticism la justified# Tn 
the desire to win coaches often schedule night blackboard 
talks# and extend the length of the practice seasIon to an 
unhealthy limit# The school definitely should have the 
responsibility for setting the time limits# Ireseason 
X 
practice time should be established and the number of night 
sessions should be school policy with only slight flexabillty 
As to the length of practice# the coach usually has the tore* 
sight to establish a proper length but the school should 
keep informed concerning the length of this period# 
Host school autho rltieo feel that post season games are 
a thing of the past and will not permit their schools to 
participate in them# lost season games put unduo emphasis on 
the game and therefore are not a deslmble practice# 
Health danger *• Already discussed Is the possible barm 
that can result to the health of a boy from playing football# 
M&ny feel that football entails unnecessary risk concerning 
health# This Is true In many football programs whore the 
concern for a boys health is not of primary Importance# By 
adhering to the health policies discussed earlier such as 
medical examinations# conditioning# fundamentals# much of the 
criticism of danger to health of football players can be 
eliminated# 
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— The fact that a boy plays foot¬ 
ball often dominates his school life# He Is often catered 
to In classroom and gets by with little or no effort# Ho la 
the subject of student adulation# He thus obtains the feeling 
that he Is better than the other students* In a few eases* 
boys are flunked In one or two subjects so they may return to 
school the next year to play an extra season of football* The 
school should have a definite policy In effect that athletes 
are no different than any other student and should not be 
treated any differently* If the school does not over-emphasis© 
football In Its policies neither will the student body* thus 
preventing a good part of student body adulation# Also a set 
of rigid eligibility rules should be established to prevent 
unwholesome practices such as deliberately staying back to 
play football# 
The state high school athletic associations are chiefly 
responsible for the elimination of many vicious* unwholesome 
practices in Interacholastlo competition# They are becoming 
stronger and are constantly raising standards* Thirty-one 
states prohibit post season games* Twenty states limit the 
mimber of contests in each sport# Thirty-one set specific 
dates for conduct of activities* All states are adopting 
more rigid eligibility requirements# The progress in inter- 
4 
school athletics has been very encouraging* 
lh,onrm$ v/altor 3#* ®maXs2aM*2L. 
(Hew York! The flaom Ilian Company# 1950) p* 
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Toor social relations — Communities often allot* th© 
football gam© between their schools to be a contest between 
the communities, thus the winning teas represents the better 
community# Thus intei^omimmity and inter-school relations 
are often ©trained by this rivalry# Her© a ain Is the picture 
of football being so greatly over-eraphaalaed and exaggerated 
that the profitable aspect© of Inter-school play are over¬ 
looked* The win at all costs attitude can lead to unethical 
practices In those Inter-school rivalry©* If football Is so 
over-emphasised, the community should b© educated as to the 
proper place of football with respect to the other activities 
of the secondary school* This education process can be 
accomplished by lessoning football publicity and emphasising 
more p«Ubllclty of the other phases of school activity* A 
development of a good Intramural sports progra® with the 
community being kept well Informed will help to bring an over¬ 
emphasised football program back into proportion. Most of 
all, an active and enthusiastic superintendent of schools 
can help load the public to a better understanding of the 
entire school program* 
l^favomblo Attitude* — An over-emphaels on football 
results too often In the assumption of unwholesome attitudes 
on the part of the players* They feel they are better than . 
the other students and deserve special consideration* Their 
^ •« 
sense of values, as already discussed, can become greatly 
distorted and lead to disillusion once their playing days are 
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over* The win emphasis brings about a normative? knowledge of 
sportsmanship* The players as?© ottered to and thus their 
learning habits concerning aohool work are affected and thoir 
achievement falls behind that of their fellow students* 
To prevent this warped sense of values, the game, must 
be kept in its proper plaoe in the aohool activities* In 
addition, under favorable athletic conditions, athletics have 
been found to have a tonic effect on a student which results 
in his using his mental ability more effectively according to 
a research reported by Ruth 3trang*^ This research also re- 
voaled that high school athletes compare favorably with non- 
6 
athletes in academic achievement* 
The sports reporter of the local newspaper can often do 
much harm in promoting football too much* 3y a gaudy picture 
display, heaping praise upon Individuals, boys are greatly 
aided in losing their sense of proportion* The school and 
coach must work in cooperation with the local newspaper* The 
account of the game should be accurate and give credit to 
opponents when due* The team effort should be the main topic 
discussed and the tremendous build-ups of a personality must 
be avoided* The school should insist that all phases of 
school activity got an appropriate share of publicity* 
8SH* 
Sgtrang, Ftuth, .An, 
(New York and London! Harper & Hr others Publishers, 
p* 175* 
6JM&m p* 17a. 
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Finances Too of ton the gate receipts from football are 
required to not only support football but the root of the 
athletic program of the school• This puts a great deal of 
pressure upon building gate receipts* Unfortunately* the 
amount raised by gate receipts is directly dependent on the 
number of games the team wins* Thus the pressure to win Is 
placed directly on the coach* What can result from ouch a 
win emphasis has already been discussed* 
The answer hero la that the Beard of Education should 
grant an appropriation for football the same as it does for 
any other school activity* This will not make the coach con~ 
earned with largo gate receipts and thus ease the win pressure* 
The profits from the gate would them bo turned over to the 
Board of Education to do what they want with it* The best 
answer baa already boon adopted by some communities* Th® 
Board of Fluent Ion finances the football and admission la 
free* not only does this totally eliminate the problem of 
gate receipts but some people who would not ordinarily attend 
would perhaps come to see the team play* 
m summarising* the school must have a definite policy 
as to th© place of football in its activities* The only 
difference between football and other activitloo Is that more 
people come to see this phase of school activity* This does 
not mean however* that football Is any more important than 
any other phase of school activities* As concerns the coach* 
he should romombert rtThe responsibility of the coach ends 
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with plaolnG on the field the heat possible tmm with the 
7 
material avaliable#11 
. ... mw I»|».—. . 
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Several of tho pertinent points previously discussed 
wore used as tho basis for a questionnaire* Tho purpose of 
this questionnaire was to aot as a check on tho research re¬ 
sults by consulting coaches aotlv© In tho field in tho 
Massachusetts area# The questionnaire was divided Into two' 
sections; sixteen alternate choice type questions» and one 
question asking the conches to list any educational values 
they thought a boy derived from playing football* 
This check questionnaire was sent to twenty conches 
active as head coaches In Massachusetts high schools* They 
were selected, four from each class In Eastern and Mlddlo 
Massachusetts f classes A.-D# Of the four within a class, two 
teams had winning seasons and two teams had losing seasons# 
In addItion# four more coaches in the Western Massachusetts 
area wore consulted# also with two winning and two losing 
teams* Thirteen of the twenty questionnaires were returned 
with no special significance attached as no one type school 
was overly negligent in returning the questionnaire* 
AlACT^. Stelas.P.WMsnfl — *** raoults of th« first 
part of the questionnaire aro shown in Table II on the follow- 
Ing page# Of the sixteen questions» the answers to fourteen 
supported tho results brought forth by this study* There is 
little need of going over these fourteen points, however# 
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TABLS II 
results aw alternate ohoios questions on questiomnaire as 
ANSWERED BY 15 00AGUES ADTITS IN THS FIELD 
A3 A OH^OK ON RESEARCH RESULTS 
£l*gro ^ jagA3.g.JttM^snq..- _-  ..KM, 
I# Do you feel that conditioning and fundamentals 
are the two moat Important aspects of the game 
of football? 9 1 
2# Does football In your school have to support 
Itaelf? 2 11 
3* Would you oonolder it to be bettor if the board 
of education provided the funds as it does for 
other sohool activities? 10 4 
4* Do you feel that prevention of injuries la a 
much more important phase of the game than care 
of injuries? 12 0 
5* Do you write out your practice session plans? 11 4 
6* Do you stress team play over individual play? 14 0 
7* Should coaches sot the example of good sports¬ 
manship? 15 0 
8* Do you believe that school work comes before 
football? 15 0 
9# Are you a part of the teaching faculty of the 
school? 15 0 
10# Do you work in harmony with the local paper1a 
sport swr Iters? 14 0 
11* Do you strive to win at all costs, fair or foul? 1 13 
13* Do you out boys from the squad? 0 12 
13* Are you in favor of post season games? 6 8 
14# Do you feel your players consider themselves to 
be better than the other students in the sohool? 3 11 
15* Do you make awards other than letters such as 
Jackets, etc* at the seasonfs end? B 7 
16* Is the doctor*s word final and unquestionable, 
regarding the return of an injured boy to play? 15 0 
« 
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there does appear to bo some difference of opinion as to the 
financial support of football. Also, the schools were evenly 
divided concerning post season games and the matter of awards 
other than letters at the end of the season* 
There were two sohools that require football to sustain 
itself* Other sohools noted that although this was not a 
requirement, their football program was ablo to support it¬ 
self* Four coaches felt that it would not b© good for the 
Board of Mucatlon to provide the necessary funds* This 
paper supports the view that the Board of Muon15on should 
provide, the funds* By making football financially independ¬ 
ent, there is an easing of the pressure to win at all costsj 
thus promoting a more stable football program* The fact that 
some sohools do require football to support itself Indicates 
that these sohools over-emphaaijse the game of football* 
Educators and coaches agree that the post season game Is 
a thing of the past* As shown by the divided opinions, 
coaches actually in the field do not agree to this* The 
personal glory, the opportunity for promoting himself as a 
successful coach, often makes a oonoh lose sight of the ed¬ 
ucational values of such an event* It is the professional 
coach who would stand to gain by suoh a game# The team should 
be coached by a teacher who can coach and not by a coach who 
la assigned to teaching duties* 
opinion was also divided concerning the awards other 
than letters at the end of the season* To prevent commercial- 
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laing the game# a school letter should be awarded to only 
those deserving sand Ida tea# However# In communities where 
football la over-emphasised# the players often do reoelv© 
special considerations and awards for their success# Such 
poliolea can do a great deal of harm In distorting a proper 
set of .values of a boy# 
SauafvMoml Valuoa — Bi the appendix there la a Hating 
of all the educational values listed by the coaches who re- 
9 
turned the questionnaire# There are some values that are re¬ 
peated several different times and are worthy of consideration# 
The values most often mentioned In descending order are* 
working In a group, discipline# health and physical fitness# 
Industry# sportsmanship# and competition# All these values 
have been discussed at other points In this paper* 
The two values considered most Important by these coaches 
were* working in a group and self-discipline# A boy loams 
to sacrifice his personal desires for the good of the whole 
team in a properly conducted football program# The feelings 
of these coaches as concerns this aspect may best be sinnmar- 
iaed as expressed by one coach* * Individual sacrifice and 
contribution to the team effort is one of the more signifi¬ 
cant values derived from football# This general value Is 
found because of tho nature of football In ©very execution*" 
Ih all# these thirteen coaches advanced forty different 
values to bo derived from playing football* It is obvious 
that there Is much educational value In. tho game of football# 
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The big problem Is to so conduct a football program so th^t 
as many of these desirable values as possible may be incorp¬ 
orated into the objectives of the program# 
»:-• 
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The purpose of doing this problem was twofold# It 
attempted not only to determine administrative and coaching 
poliolea for educational football but also to bring forward 
desirable values that are inherent in a good football program# 
Values «*** Football definitely can be a valuable eduoa** 
tloml experience for a high school boy# There are lessons 
that can be learned in football that are not available in 
any other oohool activity# A boy has an opportunity to 
actually put into praotic© many of the desirable character** 
Istios that are so important in establishing an ethical 
character# By working in a group and yet remaining signif 
cant as an individual* he is learning the attributes of a 
cooperating home member and of a good citizen# He learns 
that hard work and striving to better himself are valuable 
traits directly applicable to attaining success In his future 
vocation* He is also engaged in a healthful activity that 
teaches him to us© and develop his physical and mental 
capacities to their fullest extent# Once tho potential 
educational values of football were determined* It was 
necessary to determine tho best administrative and coaching 
policies to bring forward as many of these educational out** 
comes as possible In a football program* 
Polio lea *■** The football program must be administered 
and coached so as to serve educational objectives to the 
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fullest extent* Each of the seven cardinal principles of 
education were dlsoussed as to the values of football to 
these principles and the best poliolea to promote those values 
were established* The discussion of polio las ranged from the 
role ©i the doctor* the method of financing the program* to 
the aspects of the game the coach should deal with while 
actually doing the coaching* 
Further Study —* The game of football has great potential 
in serving the objectives of secondary education* There are 
definite policies that are capable of promoting football as an 
educational experience* Howover* the policies put forvmrd in 
the problem are for the ideal situation* Some football pro¬ 
grams today incorporate all of the undesirable traits mentioned 
in this problem* Therefore* school football programs range 
from the very undesirable to the ideal* An actual determina¬ 
tion of the stage between these two ends could be made in the 
high schools of any given area* On© could also look for trends 
in the particular area as to whether the football programs are 
moving toward or away from the ideal situation put forward by 
this problem* 
Educators should realise that football can be a valuable 
school experience* loaches should realise that the football 
program is for the benefit of the players and not the coach* 
Football should be kept in proper proportion to the rest of the 
activities of the school and every effort should be made to 
make the high school football experience of the boy a valuable 
on© in terms of the desired objectives of secondary education* 
— 
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APPENDIX A* 
Letter of Transmittal 
UHXVKR3ITT OF HA33A0HUSETTS 
Amherst, J&isiiacbusetts 
Department of Education 
To the Football CJoaoht 
Today, aa In the past, the educational values (If any) 
of football have bean ft point of great controversey, 
1 have completed a survey ns to proper policies and 
praotloos regarding high school football to promote 
educational alma* As a check of my results, I would 
like the opinions of coaches who are active In the 
field today on some of the key points* 
I would be greatly appreciative if you would take the 
time to fill out the enclosed questionnaire, and return 
It In the enclosed envelope* 
Very truly yours. 
Noel Heebenacker 
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SCHOOL 
Pleas© circle either yes or no* 
1* 
2 • 
5# 
6# 
7# 
8* 
9* 
10* 
Do you tool that conditioning and fundamentals 
are the two most important aspects of the gam© 
of football? 
Does football In your school have to support 
itself? 
Would you consider it to bo better if the board 
of education provided the funds as it does for 
other school activities? 
Do you feel that prevention of injuries Is a 
much more important phase of the game than 
care of injuries? 
Do you write out your practice session plane? 
Do you stress team play over individual play? 
Should coaches set the example of good sports* 
manship? 
Do you believe that school work comes before 
football? 
Are you a part of the teaching faculty of the 
school? 
Do you work in harmony with the local paper*3 
sportswriters? 
Yea NO 
Yea NO 
Yes NO 
Yea No 
Yea NO 
Yea No 
Yes No 
Yes NO 
Yes NO 
Yes NO 
11* Do you strive to win at all costs, fair or foul? Yea No 
12* Do you out boys from the squad? Yes Mo 
13* Are you in favor of post season games? Yes no 
14* Do you feel your players consider themselves to 
be better than the other students in the school? Yes No 
15# Do you make awards other than letters such as 
Jackets, etc* at the season*a end? Yes No 
16* la the doctor’s word final and unquestionable, 
regarding the return of an injured boy to play? Yes No 
17* Educationally speaking* list some o f the more 
important values that you consider a boy re* 
c 'Ives from the gam© of football* 
APFSHOIX B« 
IMPORTANT VALUES OF FOOTBALL A3 LICTfD Bt 
THIRTY A(3?m COACHRS 
1. 
% 
2# 
3# 
4* 
5#‘ 
6# 
7# 
8.* 
9# 
10* 
» 
11* 
12* 
13* 
14* 
. • 
15. 
16. 
n 
17* 
• . Jt 
18* 
19* 
20* 
21* 
22* 
23* 
Ability to meat failure or success on an even keel* 
Acquire an upright and mo ral cod© of ethics and conduct* 
Aggresslv© attitude* 
Appreciation of good play* 
Boy must do his part* 
Breaks down socioeconomic barriers* 
Competition* 
Character development 
Confidence* 
Constantly solving problems* 
Constantly striving for perfection 
Cooperation* 
Courage* 
Distinguish between those who are false and thoso who 
are true* 
Developes self control* 
Discipline* 
Bet along with others# 
Health and Physical fitness* 
Honesty# 
Industry* 
* 
initiative 
Lessening of racial, religious prejudices* 
Learns to adapt to changing situations* 
AmJDDC. B. (Continued) 
sagasama^agaft^s;^ 
24# Lsnms to glvo and take* 
25# Learns to judge other boys by their ability 
26# teams to win or lose gratefully# 
27# Loyalty# 
38# Obedience# 
< 
29# Overcome fear of bodily harm# 
* 
30* Perseverance# 
* 
31# Poise# 
t 
32* Quick judgement# 
33* Self respect 
* » 
34# Self sacrifice to common goal# 
35* Social development# 
* 7 t 
36# Sportsmanship* 
37* Take part in a meaningful experience# 
38* True meaning of democracy# p » 
39* win power, 
40# Working in a group# 
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